
Eco Tree Generations 8 days for 8k firewood 
campaign. 

 
Launch date: Wednesday, June 16th. 
 
Launch details: We are selling ⅓ cord bags of spruce/ pine and poplar firewood for $100 per 
bag, picked up. Delivery can be arranged with Shawn at Eco Tree at 403-350-9871, for an 
additional cost of $50 within Red Deer and $75 just outside of Red Deer within 50 Km.  
 
Raising money: We have 8 days to sell 40 bags of firewood and raise $8000 for the Sunrise 
House and the Youth HQ. For every bag sold, Eco Tree Generations is going to donate $10 per 
bag, which by the end of the campaign will equate to $400 if we sell out. Eco Tree will be the 
first corporate sponsor to match that $400. We are looking for 8 other companies to match our 
$400, which would raise $2000 each for the two organizations. If this happens, we will deposit 
our money into our ATB generations accounts and will be looking to find a title sponsor to match 
our $4000 raised, for a grand total of $8000 divided evenly between the Sunrise House and the 
Youth HQ. 
 
Dead line: Our last day of the campaign would be on Wednesday, June 23rd. We have 8 days 
to reach this goal, leaving us from June 16th to June 23rd to sell out. 
 
Frequently asked questions:  
Where do I pick up the firewood? 

• Eco Tree, 4601 62nd street, Red Deer AB. 
Who do I contact? 

• Contact Shawn at Eco Tree at 403-350-9871, Jazdn Moore from Eco Tree Generations 
at 587-377-3342, or Jennah Salls from Eco Tree Generations at 587-377-8919. 

Can I get a taxable receipt? 
• Yes, a taxable receipt can be provided. 

Can anyone donate? 
• Yes, you can choose to donate to these causes. Every little bit helps.  

Where do I donate? 
• You can either donate at Eco Tree, 4601 62nd street, Red Deer, or at the ATB north 

branch, 6794 50th ave, Red Deer AB (ask for Ryan Bayers).  
What does my money go to? 

• With all the funds raised, we will be supporting the Sunrise house and the Youth HQ to 
build a space for both the organizations, an indoor space in the new homeless shelter for 
the Sunrise house and an outdoor space at camp Alexo for the Youth HQ. 

Methods of payment? 
• We accept cash, debit , credit and visa at the address listed above.  

 
To learn more: 
Visit our Instagrams: @ecotree_generations, @youthhqrd, @gpyess and @atbfinancial 
Visit our websites: ecotree.ca, youthhq.ca and sunrisehouse.ca 
Our emails: jazdnmoore@gmail.com, jennahsalls@gmail.com, johnj@youthhq.ca (for more 
information on Youth HQ), tanya@gpyess.ca (for more information on the Sunrise House) and 
rbayers@atb.com (for more information on ATB). 
Phone us at: 403-350-9871 (Shawn at Eco Tree), 587-377-3342 (Jazdn Moore with Eco Tree 
Generations), 587-377-8919 (Jennah Salls with Eco Tree Generations), 1 780-512-8021 (Tanya 
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Wald with the Sunrise House), 403-598-2682 (John Johnston with Youth HQ) and 587-447-
4632 (Ryan Bayers at ATB North Red Deer). 
 


